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Abstract: 

Transportation has become a crucial part in day to day life.VANETs has become 

the most fascinated transportation system in academics and industry from last few 

years.Vehicular Networks placed a prominent role in last few decades,which are 

mainly used for efficiency in safe transportation. This network maintain a large 

range of mobile dispersed applications usually useful for vehicles. VANET is 

advanced version of MANET. Alongside the benefits, there emerge an expansive 

quantity of problems in VANET, for instance, provisioning of QoS, high network 

and statistics transfer ability and security to vehicle and individual protection. In 

this paper we mentioned approximately the two routing protocols in VANETs they 

are AODV and DSR and short approximately operating of those routing protocols 

and specially concentrated on black hole and wormhole attacks on these routing 

protocols and comparative performance analysis of these routing protocols whilst 

gone through black hollow and wormhole assaults beneath the factors like 

throughput, packet transport ratio, give up to quit put off. 

Keywords:Vehicular ad hoc networks, Black hole attack, Worm hole attack, 

security, Routing protocols. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Transportation has become a crucial part in day to 

day life. VANETs has become the most fascinated 

transportation system in academics and industry 

from last few years. Vehicular Networks set a 

conspicuous job in last few decades, which are 

chiefly utilized for proficiency in safe transportation. 

It is a system which is probably going to help an 

enormous scope of portable scattered applications 

typically connected on vehicles. VANET is impelled 

adjustment of MANET. In VANET, vehicles are 

considered as centers or RSU (Road Side Unit) 

which are uninhibitedly arranged inside the 

framework and can be related. Correspondence 

between different center points is done using single 

hop or multi ricochet. VANET gives secure and non 

secure uses to the drivers. VANET join transitory 

radios presented in vehicles, Road Side Units 

(RSUs) and central powers that be responsible for 

personality enlistment or endorsement and for the 

association purposes. 

The three main security requirements of VANETs 

are Confidentiality which refers to the private 

statements, that is  no one except the group members 

are able to decrypt or(translate) the information that 

are sent  to every member of the group, Integrity 

which indicates information passed across group 

must not be altered by third parties, Availability 

means even though the data or information is 

attacked by the attacker the network should be 

available to every user.  

The communication between the devices must be 

secured, the communication is possible through the 

routing protocols and there are many possible attacks 
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on routing in VANETs. Some properties of attacker 

which are described earlier are, when attacker is an 

authentic user of the network that is a member of 

group and have knowledge about the network. When 

the attacker is a member of group then he 

communicate with other members of the group in a 

network, he will be considered as an Insider that is 

like a group member and able to attack by gathering 

information ,When the attacker is considered as an 

Outsider just like hacker or intruder he may misuse 

the protocols of network and such kind of attackers 

are limited, When any attack is launched in 

Coverage Area as it can cover main area of road, 

technical expertise acts as a powerful property of 

attacker by creating some more attacks in network.  

Budget, manpower and tools are three main 

resources considered by attacker to achieve his 

goals. In this paper let us see some of the main 

attacks in VANETs and here we are mainly 

concentrating about wormhole and blackhole attacks 

and their impacton AODV and DSR Routing 

protocols in VANETS. 

1.1 On-Demand Routing protocols: 

VANET mainly deals with two types of routing 

protocols, On-request or Reactive steering 

conventions. These conventions manages at 

whatever point a hub needs to speak with other hub 

then it starts the course discovery procedure and 

routing will be done. When ever information 

transmission is over it will end the course. It is 

versatile and low calculation memory is finished.  

1.2.1 AODV Routing Protocol:  

An Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) is 

a directing convention intended for remote and 

versatile specially appointed systems. This 

convention bolsters both unicast and multicasting 

directing. AODV is an on-request calculation and 

does not make any traffic along correspondence 

interfaces as courses are worked between hubs just 

in the event that they are required by source hubs. 

The length of courses are kept up as required source 

hubs. 

Working of AODV in VANETS: 

Two procedures are incorporated into On Demand 

Routing conventions i,e Route Discovery and Route 

Maintenance. Course Discovery procedure is 

enacted when a source hub does not know the 

directing table data and necessities to make a trip to 

goal hub. The directing solicitation parcel is 

communicated crosswise over system by flooding. 

At the point when the course demand parcel 

achieves the goal it sends a course reaction bundle to 

source hub. At the point when the hub changes the 

way gets lost and now the Route Maintenance 

procedure continues. For topology based directing 

conventions for VANET the often utilized 

convention is Ad-hoc On-Demand-Distance Vector 

(AODV) steering convention.  

AODV is a receptive directing convention and keeps 

the course from source to goal when it requires or 

insofar as required by different sources. AODV 

utilizes HELLO messages to identify and screen the 

connections and utilizations grouping of numbers to 

guarantee freshness of courses. Every dynamic hub 

sends a HELLO message to its neighboring hubs 

irregularly. Since the HELLO messages are sent at 

customary interims. The goal hub neglects to get 

messages and distinguishes a connection 

disappointment. Such an excess of directing data is 

kept up in the steering table. 

1.2 DSR Routing Protocol: 

In wireless communication networks, Dynamic 

Source Routing protocol is widely used. In   routing 

using DSR protocol the source node determines the 

path to its destination for transmitting of packets 

1.2.1 Working of DSRin VANETs: 

Using  the two techniques like Course Discovery and 

Route Maintenance the DSR directing convention 

accumulates data with respect to the courses from 

source to goal. By utilizing DSR the new and 

effectively accessible courses are refreshed by 

course reserve. In course disclosure the procedure 

starts when the source hub needs to transmits a 

message to the goal and possibly effectively utilized 

when the course is an obscure course.  
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In course upkeep the course from source to goal can 

be never again utilized as the connection does not 

work. By utilizing source directing in course 

disclosure DSR the way from source to goal can be 

found if there should arise an occurrence of 

connection disappointment. Routing loops either 

short or long lives are detected and eliminated 

immediately. In DSR  the packet contains all 

information regarding routing in headers and enables 

other nodes to access the information in routing table  

for further use. 

1.3 Taxonomy of Routing attacks on VANETs 

Three main attacks that occur on  VANET are those 

that represent a danger to availability,a risk to 

validity(authenticity), and a risk to driver privacy. 

TYPE 

OF ATTACK 

NAME OF 

ATTACK 
DESCRIPTION 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Threats due  

to availability 

Denail of 

package 

attack (DOS 

attack) 

In DOS the fundamental 

target is to maintain a 

strategic distance from 

unapproved clients from 

gaining admittance to the 

system administrations and 
assets  

Distributed 

DOS attack 

The primary aim of 

aggressor is to dispatch 

assaults on various areas in 

various schedule openings 

in order to make organize 

un accessible for client.  

Spamming Aggressor expends the 

transmission capacity and 

increment trasmission 

inertness and sends spam 

messages  

Black hole 

attack 

In this sitaution a hub will 

pass on system and drops 
out to shape a dark opening 

and prompts loss of 

information when 

enormous measure of 

information is diverted 

towards it..  

Malware These resemble infections 

in VANETs that impede 

the ordinary methodology 

which is uaually done by 

Insider instead of Outsider  

 

 

 
 

Sybil attack Here aggressor sends 

messages to various 

vehicles utilizing diverse 
id's.  

 

Threats 

 Due 

 to  

Authentication 

Node 

impression 

attack 

Here the assailant changes 

his character and acts like a 

genuine originator of 

messages yet changes the 

substance of message for 
his advantages.  

Message 

supression 

Here the aggressor can 

drop the parcels in a 

system whivh may contain 

fundamental data.  

Alteration Here the aggressor can 

postpone transmission and 

sends messages 

repetatively or modify 

some piece of message.  

GPS 

spoofing 

Here the assailant utilizes a 

GPS satellite test system to 

create signals powerful 

than unique GPS sign to 

misinform the drivers at 
various areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

Threats  

Due 

to 

Confidentiality 

Timing 

attack 

Here the attacker will delay 

the transmission time of 

messages  without 

manipulating the content  

so that the message can be 

sent at required instance. 

Home attack Here the attacker takes 

control over user vehicle 

through Internet 

Man in the 

middle attack 

Here the attacker contols 

messages of sender and 

receiver creating illusoin 

that they are connected 
directly 

Traffic 

analysis 

Here attacker takes the 

packet which contains 

vehicle’s id ,travelling path 

which is used to gather 

required information. 

Social attack Here the attacker sends 

unethical and unmoral 

messages to driver to 

disturb him. 

Brute force 

attack 

We use cryptographic 

algorithms to defend 

against  threats. The 

attacker breaks the key 
using brute force process. 

ID disclosure The attacker sends  wicked 

code  to neighbours by 

taking target code ID and 

its location. 

Bogus 

information 

Here the attacker can be 

Insider or Outsider, and 

transmit fake information 

into network which effects 

remaining vehicles. 

Table-1: Taxonomy of  Routing attacks on VANETs 
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2.4 Black hole attack in AODV and DSR: 

In Blackhole attack, one node called as malicious 

node is involved in absorbing all the data packets 

from its neighboring nodes. 

 
 

Fig-1: Black hole attack in VANETS 

A Blackhole assault is performed utilizing single hub 

or various hubs called as Cooperative assault. In 

such sort of assaults the malicious hub will send 

phony answer to source hub regarding itself as 

neighboring hub with most elevated succession 

number[5]. It gives a new and ongoing course to the 

goal than the one recently known to the sender.With 

this assault by pernicious hub the source hub begins 

sending the parcels of data in this way and along 

these lines correspondence between source hub and 

unique goal gets disconnected.Here fig-1 

demonstrates the Black opening hub arrangement in 

VANET dynamic directing conventions. 

1.5 Wormhole attack in AODV and DSR: 

In this attack the nodes in a network creates a 

separate tunnel and when packets reaches to it , it 

sends to  another pair of malevolent node through 

this and broadcasts it into the network .A short 

connection is established within the network for 

transfer of malicious data. This wormhole assault is 

caused because of off base comprehension of system 

topology which thus controls all bundles in system 

and prompts undermine the security of information 

inside parcels.Especially in networks that use on 

demand routing protocols like DSR or AODV this 

wormhole attack severely interrupts the network, 

here fig-2 shows the wormhole node formation in 

VANET dynamic routing protocol. 

 
Fig-2: Wormhole attack in VANETS 

 

II. Review of Literature 

2.1 Taxonomy of Black hole attack and 

Wormhole attack on  AODV  in VANETs: 

Ahmed et al [1] .K. Jain and D. Goyal et al [33] J. 

Grover et al [34] talk about numerous security issues 

with respect to VANET in explaining AODV 

convention including Black opening attack.We have 

structured another convention called as GPSR which 

yields best outcomes in vitality utilization, bundle 

conveyance proportion, throughput and overhead .K. 

Jain and D. Goyal et al [33] structured secure 

VANET system averting Black opening and Gray 

gap assault. The proposed is proficient in 

recognizing the Black opening and Gray gap assault. 

This is the best security calculation so the 

unapproved individual can't get to the fundamental 

bona fide information. J. Grover et al [34] proposed 

a strategy for identifying Sybil assault in VANET 

utilizing neighbor hubs. The neighbor hubs are to be 

considered effectively. D. Cerri et al [2]Y. Feng et al 

[36]Jabbarpour MR et al [35]proposed an answer 

depends on AODV directing convention which is 

best convention utilized in VANET. This procedure , 

at the beginning periods itself can recognize the 

single and Cooperative Black opening assaults in 

course revelation. The replication is carried on NS-2 

and consequences of plan are contrasted with 

DYMO steering protocol, and these outcomes are 

inspected dependent on system execution 

measurements, for example, parcel conveyance 

proportion, through-put, start to finish delay. 

Jabbarpour MR et al [35] proposed a V2V position 

based directing convention which performs steering 

procedure dependent on distinguishing the places of 
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the vehicles [42]. Y. Feng et al [36] proposed 

Driving Path Predication Based Routing Protocol in 

Vehicular Ad hoc Networks in which directing 

procedure will be done dependent on steering way 

expectation of vehicles. The likelihood of precise 

course recognizable proof is low in this method. 

G.He [4] proposed a technique to improve the 

security of AODV directing convention against 

black hole assault. The RAODV is a productive 

arrangement that improve the exhibition of AODV 

under the impact of single black hole aggressor 

node, IDS-AODV improves the introduction of 

AODV directing convention underneath the impact 

of Black hole assault by identifying and keeping this 

hub from hacking parcels and place it in the 

blocklist, AntNet calculation has the least 

proficiency contrasting and IDS-AODV if there 

should be an occurrence of different Black hole 

assaults, since it manages modest number of hubs. 

M. Shanmugam et al [37] have completed a study on 

execution examination of position based directing 

conventions. In the study improved execution. 

H. Deng et al [6] proposed a succession to recognize 

the joint gathering of hubs that demonstrations like a 

Black gap an algorithm called Adhoc On-Demand 

Distance Vector(AODV) convention in VANET 

[42][43] was developed. To perform three situations 

with number of hubs set to 10,20,40 separately a 

model was configured. This calculation gives best 

results like proficient throughput, end-to-end delay 

reduction, increase in bundle conveyance ratio, less 

parcel drops and less time for dealing with out the 

approaching and active nodes. Tragi P et al [38] had 

examined the security dangers in Vehicular Ad hoc 

Networks. The creator focused on identifying 

pernicious hubs in the VANET. H. Yang et al [7] 

proposed a technique where one hub goes about as a 

malicious hub that plays out a Black gap assault 

during recreation. The results demonstrate that the 

exhibition of steering conventions corrupt during 

assault and throughput diminishes as the bundle 

misfortune increases. Even though both directing 

conventions are powerless against Black gap attacks 

AOMDV yields preferable outcomes over 

AODV[44] .To maintain a strategic distance from 

the malignant hub information parcel absorption, 

multipath steering is the best option even from 

disinterrupted accessibility of system services.J. M. 

Chang et al [8] centers for the most part around 

Black gap assault and it outcomes on Ad-hoc On 

Demand Distance Vector(AODV) directing 

convention in VANET.By utilizing NS-2 and 

MOVE entertainment of test system is done. 

Throughput, count of bundles dropped, NRL, PDR 

are utilized as execution measurements in 

analysis.Due to the impact of Black opening assaults 

the usage of AODV steering convention debases 

heavily. J.Toutouh et al [9] have broken down the 

Black gap assault utilizing NS2 with diff no. of hubs 

10,20,30,40with Manhattan Grid situation. We 

consider that to be we increment the no. of hubs then 

the speed of the vehicles developments expanded as 

appeared in the diagrams in the paper. It is by all 

accounts seem like the bundle drop proportion and 

start to finish delay in Black gap assault increments 

yet it eventually diminishes the throughput. H. Lu et 

al [39] have introduced a strategy to identify Sybil 

attacks in VANETs. Beneficiary methodology 

depends on key framework for recognition such an 

assault. A Sybil assault has a significant effect on 

system execution and in this way will lead to a lot of 

harm. In light of their re-enactment, the authors 

guarantee that their proposed strategy faces low 

postponement in recognizing a Sybil assault because 

of the way that most activities are done in the 

Certification Authority.K. Katsaros et al [10] defined 

a schema with no complexity in calculation, no 

reqirement of any complex hardware components 

and no overhead for easy performance of AODV 

protocol.Here we make use of heaps and 

geographical leashes for safety of  traffic packets 

and control packets. As far as posiible this method 

can detect the  defective and malevolent nodes and 

thus less overhead is created in network.K. Mishra et 

al [11] proposed scheme is checked,verified and 

simulated against AODV protocol on NS-2 

simulator. The effectiveness of the scheme is 

verified through the results as the  throughput from 
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17% is raised to 75%, packet loss rate is decreased to 

10 % from 85% after the removal of wormhole 

nodes. The benefit of this  algorithm is that it is 

simple and cost effective because it does not require 

any- additional hardware, clock synchronization and 

position information. 

K. Sanzgiri et al [12]M. Zhang et al [14] M.Bhatt et 

al [15] proposed a Wormhole attack detection 

method andefficient path can be analyzed with 

security algorithm using NS-2.The copy are aginst 

existing AODV  and the same will be run using 

AODV-SEC or  customized AODV and checks the 

performance in different metrics like average delay, 

packet delivery ratio and throughput. Zhang et al 

[14] utilized both architecture and framework 

parameters of VANETs communication this study is 

quiet useful.This paper describes that for efficient 

security of communication through VANETs  we 

need protected communication frameworks along 

with efficient routing algorithms that can be used to 

detect malevolent vehicles in a network.M.Bhatt et 

al [15] discuss about the message from source node 

to destination is sent by using RSA algorithm and 

symmetric algorithm that is cryptographic 

techniques in a secure way.For the distribution of 

shared key and ID of different nodes we use  RSA 

algorithm.Through shared key encryption process 

we can transmit messages with identifier of 

nodes.The advantages and disadvantages of TIK 

protocol are also considered.M.Azees et al [40] have 

proposed a novel validation system with contingent 

protection safeguarding and non-revocation to be 

utilized for VANETs. For validation, they utilized 

two plans: ID-based Online/ Online Signature and 

ID-based Signature (IBS). To keep up security 

safeguarding, the creators utilized the plot while 

using the PKC-based framework. 

2.2 .Taxonomy of Black hole attack and 

Wormhole attack inDSR Routing in VANETs: 

Mehdi Medadian et al [16] discussed about Black 

hole attacks in VANETs  ina real time environment 

that are done by using  four efficient protocols like 

AODV,OLSR,DSR,DSDV [16][17][18] in solving 

traffic  problem in Panama city.These protocols are 

work under the Black hole attack based on 

simulation tools like NS-2  and SUMO.This results 

in producing accurate results in considering real time 

environment. Due to Black hole attacks DSR 

approach is mostly affected. Due to the source 

routing method  it shows  a lot of difference in real 

time environment and the attacked ones. This 

delivers the packets  faster and reduces the  network  

load  overhead and end-to-end delay. N. Schweitzer 

et al [17] utilized two protocols DSR and AODV 

that are compared based on performance 

analysis.Using OPNET 14.5 the two protocols were 

simulated and analyzed performance metrics like 

throughput, end-to-end delay, network load with 

altering count of nodes  like  100,150,200 and 

250.This yielded the results the the  average network 

load of  DSR  is less in comparison with  AODV 

routing protocol,AODV gives less average end to 

end dealy than DSR  and throughput of AODV is far 

better than throughput of DSR. 

Nait-Abdesselam et al [18] utilizes AODV protocol  

that can easily  get rid  of Worm hole attacking  with 

less overhead and no special requirement of  

hardware components and calculations. We use  

heap and geographic  leashes  for  security of traffic 

and control packets. This method created  a less 

overhead  for network and  able to detect malevolent 

nodes easily.This method  can be used  for efficient 

message transfer  using unicast, multicast and 

broadcast  which secures the network  beside Worm 

hole attack in VANET.P. Mitra et al [19] proposed a 

model that defines the elliptic curve form  for 

secured  transferring of data packets from source to 

destination  in a defined route but not  sidetracked. 

Thistechnique is derived from heuristic integration 

which  allow  transfer of data packets in a defined 

route by avoiding Wormhole attacks.Thus network  

efficiency is increased  in comparison with values of 

computed parameters, thereby defining  the 

usefulness of the approach. 
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III. Methodology 

VANET is advanced version of MANET.Alongside 

the benefits, there emerge an expansive quantity of 

problems in VANET, for instance, provisioning of 

QoS, high network and statistics transfer ability and 

security to vehicle and individual protection. In this 

paper we mentioned approximately the two routing 

protocols in VANETs they are AODV and DSR and 

short approximately operating of those routing 

protocols and specially concentrated on black hole 

and wormhole attacks on these routing protocols and 

comparative performance analysis of these routing 

protocols whilst gone through black hollow and 

wormhole assaults beneath the factors like 

throughput, packet transport ratio, give up to quit put 

off.  

 

III. Analysis on Existing System 

PAPER TITLE AUTHORS ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

Powerful Analysis 

for AODV Protocol 

in Vehicular Adhoc 

Network under Black 

Hole Attack in NS 2 

Krishan Kumar, Preeti Yadav, 

Sonia Sharma 

GPSR convention is planned which 

yields best outcomes in vitality 

utilization, bundle conveyance 

proportion, throughput and overhead 

.This is the best security calculation 

with the goal that the unapproved 

individual can't get to the basic 

legitimate information. 

The proposed technique does 

not focused on trust on hubs, 

as vindictive hubs can 

corrupt the frameworks 

execution. 

Verified Aodv 

Routing Protocol For 

The Detection And 

Prevention Of Black 

Hole Attack In 

VANET 

Salim Lachdhaf, Mohammed 

Mazouzi, Mohamed Abid 

proposed an answer dependent on 

AODV directing convention which is 

best convention utilized in 

VANET.This procedure , at the 

beginning periods itself can identify the 

single and Cooperative dark gap 

assaults in course disclosure. 

The proposed technique 

moves just in distinguishing 

blackhole assaults. In the 

event that an assailant 

attempts to play out an 

alternate kind of assault, the 

proposed framework falls 

flat. 

Li-Aodv: Lifetime 

Improving Aodv 

Routing For 

Detecting And 

Removing Black-

Hole Attack From 

Vanet 

ZAID A.ABDULKADER, 

AZIZOL ABDULLAH, 

MOHD TAUFIK 

ABDULLAH, ZURIATI 

AHMAD ZUKARNAIN 

It is proposed.To decrease over-burden 

in steering process we present a 

booking calculation named "Half and 

half Round Robin with Highest 

Response Ratio Next (HRRHRRN)".To 

keep the system from Black gap assault 

we propose another security calculation 

called HMAC-SHA3-384 which is a 

mix of SHA3-384 and HMAC. 

The principle disadvantage 

of the proposed technique is 

a direct result of complex 

calculations, the presentation 

of the framework is 

reduced.The proposed 

strategy neglects to defeat 

the course disappointment 

issues. 

Blackhole Attack 

Effect Elimination in 

VANET Networks 

Using IDS-AODV, 

RAODV and AntNet 

Algorithm 

Rand S. Majeed and 

Mohammed A. Abdala 

Proposed a IDS-AODV method that 

improves the presentation of AODV 

routing protocol underneath the effect 

of blackhole attack by detecting and 

preventing this node from hacking 

packets and put it in the blocklist 

The proposed strategy 

focuses on directing 

procedure and idenifying 

aggressor hubs. The 

proposed strategy isn't 

keeping unapproved hubs 

from getting to touchy 

information. 

An Approach To 

Isolate Blackhole 

Attack Using Aodv 

In Vanet 

Srishti and Sapna Yadav 

This technique is easy to 

detect,supervise and  recuperate.The 

packet delivery ratio is increased and 

end-to-end  delay gets decreased. 

The AODV directing 

convention is vulnerable to 

blackhole assaults because of 

system driven 

property,where every hub in 
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system needs to share 

steering table to one another. 

Execution Evaluation 

of Blackhole Attack 

on AODV in 

VANET 

Taha Saad 

In order to detect the joint group of 

nodes that acts like a black hole an 

algorithm called Ad hoc On-Demand 

Distance Vector (AODV) protocol in 

VANET was developed 

The proposed technique 

execution is better with 

predetermined number of 

hubs. Be that as it may if 

hubs are expanded, the 

exhibition of the framework 

is diminished. 

Dark Hole Attacks 

Analysis for AODV 

and AOMDV 

Routing Performance 

in VANETs 

Afdhal, Sayed Muchallil, 

Hubbul Walidainy, Qodri 

Yuhardian 

Proposed a method in which one node 

acts a malicious node and performs 

blackhole attack. 

The proposed technique 

thinks about just a single hub 

as pernicious hub, yet in 

manet there might be 

progressively malevolent 

hubs, the proposed strategy 

doesnot think about this 

system. 

Performance 

Analysis of AODV 

routing protocol 

under Black Hole 

Attack in Vehicular 

Ad-hoc Network 

Rahul Palaria, Amit Joshi and 

Priyanka Agarwal 

centers basically around dark opening 

assault and it results on Ad-hoc On 

Demand Distance Vector(AODV) 

directing convention in VANET 

The proposed works purely 

concentrates on routing in 

AODV protocol only. If 

attacks done on routing 

protocols of other types this 

method is not efficient. 

Performance 

Analysis of Black 

Hole Attack with 

AODV using 

Different No. of 

Nodes in VANET 

Bharti, D. P. Dwivedi 

In the proposed technique the bundle 

drop proportion and end – to-end delay 

in dark opening assault increments 

however it eventually diminishes the 

throughput 

The main drawback of the 

proposed method is that here 

as the number of nodes 

increases, the throughput 

gets decreased. 

A Novel Approach 

for Avoiding 

Wormhole Attacks in 

VANET 

Seyed Mohammad Safi, Ali 

Movaghar, Misagh 

Mohammadizadeh 

In the proposed technique there is no 

reqirement of any mind boggling 

equipment parts and no overhead for 

simple execution of AODV 

protocol.Here we utilize piles and 

geological chains for wellbeing of 

traffic parcels and control bundles 

The proposed method detects 

the malicious nodes but it 

has not concentrated on how 

to avoid and eliminate the 

malicious nodes to involve in 

communication. 

Implementation and 

Analysis of Detection 

of Wormhole Attack 

in VANET 

Parteek Kuma, Dr.Sahil 

Verma, Kavita Lovely, Ranbir 

Singh Batth 

The advantage of this prposed 

technique is that it is straightforward 

and financially savvy since it doesn't 

require any-extra equipment, clock 

synchronization and position data. 

The proposed strategy just 

focuses on wormhole assault. 

The proposed strategy 

neglects to improve the 

presentation if any unique 

assault happens during 

correspondence. 

Security over 

Wormhole Attack in 

VANET Network 

System 

Shahuraje Nikam, Anshul 

Sarawagi 

The proposed technique focuses on 

AODV and checks the presentation in 

differnt measurements like normal 

postponement, parcel conveyance 

proportion and throughput 

The proposed technique 

watches high bundle drops 

due to malicous hubs in the 

system. 

An Approach To 

Detect The 

Wormhole Attack  In 

Vehicular Adhoc 

Harbir Kaur, Sanjay Batish & 

Arvind Kakaria 

In the proposed technique to recognize 

the worm gap hubs we use choice 

packets.We compuite hash capacity and 

use hash an incentive to keep up the 

The proposed technique just 

focuses on worm gap assault. 

The framework gets debased 

if any new assault happens. 
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Networks honesty of bundles. 

Security Attacks And 

Solutions In 

Vehicular Ad Hoc 

Networks: A Survey 

Vinh Hoa LA, Ana CAVALLI 

The proposed technique depicts that for 

productive security of correspondence 

through VANETs we need ensured 

correspondence systems alongside 

proficient steering calculations that can 

be utilized to identify malignant 

vehicles in a system.. 

 

The original copy focuses on 

just security assaults yet 

different parameters like 

deferral, blockage, wellbeing 

are not considered 

Secure Message 

Broadcasting in 

VANET over 

Wormhole Attack by 

using Cryptographic 

Technique 

Shahjahan Ali, Prof. Parma 

Nand, Prof. Shailesh Tiwari 

In this technique for the dispersion of 

shared key and ID of various hubs we 

use RSA algorithm.Through shared key 

encryption process we can transmit 

messages with identifier of hubs 

The proposed technique 

thinks about keys with less 

size. The assailant can 

without much of a stretch 

break the keys for getting to 

the malevolent information. 

Performance 

comparison of 

routing protocols in 

VANETs under black 

hole attack in 

Panama City 

Jos´e Grimaldo 

In this strategy Black opening assaults 

in VANETS in an ongoing domain are 

finished by utilizing four effective 

conventions like 

AODV,OLSR,DSR,DSDV in tackling 

traffic issue in Panama city. 

Here fixation is just on 

steering conventions. The 

vehicular security measures 

are not talked about in this 

strategy. 

Performance 

Enhancement of DSR 

Routing Protocol in 

VANET 

Tariq Emad Ali, Yamaan E. 

Majeed 

The proposed strategy delivered an 

improved exhibition of the DSR 

steering convention in VANET.This 

was recreated in two conditions like 

urban areas and interstates by utilizing 

two test systems SUMO and 

OMNET++ independently 

Here improvement in 

directing procedure is done 

yet the strategy for course 

disclosure and re steering 

isn't examined in this original 

copy. 

A Comparative 

Performance 

Analysis of AODV 

and DSR Routing 

Protocols for 

Vehicular Ad-hoc 

Networks 

Sheetal Goyal 

In this original copy two conventions 

DSR and AODV are looked at 

dependent on execution analysis.Using 

OPNET 14.5 the two conventions were 

reenacted and broke down execution 

measurements like throughput,end-to-

end delay,network load with modifying 

tally of hubs like 100,150,200 and 250. 

As there are many directing 

strategy, this composition 

talk about just two steering 

techniques and not focused 

on ventures to distinguish 

new course in the event of 

course disappointment. 

A Novel Approach 

for Avoiding 

Wormhole Attacks in 

VANET 

Seyed Mohammad Safi 

This strategy made a less overhead for 

system and ready to distinguish 

malicious hubs easily.This technique 

can be utilized for effective message 

tranfer utilizing unicast,multicast and 

communicate which verifies the system 

adjacent to worm gap assault in 

VANET. 

The strategy distinguishes 

malevolent hubs which cause 

worm opening assault as it 

were. Different aggressors 

are not recognized. 

Security over 

Wormhole Attack in 

VANET Network 

System 

Shahuraje Nikam 

This techique is gotten from heuristic 

incorporation which permit move of 

information bundles in a characterized 

course by dodging wormhole assaults. 

This paper talk about 

wormhole assaults and 

different assaults are not 

examined. The exhibition of 

the framework is additionally 

low in this strategy 
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IV. Results & discussion: 

A.  Experimental setup 

In exerimental setup we use NS2 simulator with 

SUMO as traffic simulator for VANETS simulation. 

And the below table represents the simulation 

parameters 

 

 
 

 Experimental results 

This area speaks to the recreation results which are 

acquired by reenacting the directing conventions of 

AODV and DSR under Worm opening assault and 

Block gap assault under the performnce 

measurements of Throughput, End to End Delay and 

bundle conveyance proportion. 

 

 
 

The diagram demonstrates the throughput 

comparision of AODV with no assault and when it 

experiences Blackhole and Wormhole assaults by 

considering pausetimes shifting from 5 to 25. The 

AODV performs better when it doesnot experience 

any assault and throughput when experienced 

wormhole assault (the assault where the two foes 

intrigue by burrowing parcels between one another 

so as to make an alternate way (or Wormhole) in the 

system) diminishes contrasted with no assault 

occurred and throughput when experienced 

Blackhole (assault which is alluded to as a hub 

dropping all bundles and sending produced steering 

parcels to course parcels over itself) diminishes than 

contrasted with the wormhole assault. 

 
The diagram demonstrates the Packet Delivery 

comparision of AODV withoutout any assault and 
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when it experiences Black opening and Wormhole 

assaults by considering pausetimes changing from 5 

to 25. The AODV performs better when it doesnot 

experience any assault and Packet Delivery 

proportion when experienced wormhole assault (the 

assault where the two foes conspire by burrowing 

parcels between one another so as to make an 

alternate route (or Wormhole) in the system) 

diminishes contrasted with no assault occurred and 

Packet Delivery proportion when experienced 

blackhole (assault which is alluded to as a hub 

dropping all bundles and sending fashioned steering 

parcels to course bundles over itself) diminishes than 

contrasted with the wormhole assault. 

 

 
The chart demonstrates the End to End Delay 

comparision of AODV withoutout any assault and 

when it experiences blackhole and wormhole 

assaults by considering pausetimes fluctuating from 

5 to 25. The AODV performs better when it doesnot 

experience any assault and defer will be less and End 

to End Delay when experienced wormhole assault 

(the assault where the two enemies plot by 

burrowing parcels between one another so as to 

make an alternate way (or Wormhole) in the system) 

expands contrasted with no assault occurred and End 

to End Delay when experienced blackhole (assault 

which is alluded to as a hub dropping all bundles and 

sending fashioned directing parcels to course 

bundles over itself) increments than contrasted with 

the wormhole assault. 

 
The diagram demonstrates the throughput 

comparision of DSR withoutout any assault and 

when it experiences blackhole and wormhole 

assaults by considering pausetimes shifting from 5 to 

25. The DSR performs better when it doesnot 

experience any assault and throughput when 

experienced wormhole assault (the assault where the 

two enemies intrigue by burrowing bundles between 

one another so as to make an alternate way (or 

Wormhole) in the system) diminishes contrasted 

with no assault occurred and throughput when 

experienced blackhole (assault which is alluded to as 

a hub dropping all parcels and sending manufactured 

steering bundles to course bundles over itself) 

diminishes than contrasted with the wormhole 

assault. 

 
The chart demonstrates the Packet Delivery 

comparision of DSR withoutout any assault and 
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when it experiences blackhole and wormhole 

assaults by considering pausetimes changing from 5 

to 25. The DSR performs better when it doesnot 

experience any assault and Packet Delivery 

proportion when experienced wormhole assault (the 

assault where the two foes connive by burrowing 

parcels between one another so as to make an 

alternate way (or Wormhole) in the system) 

diminishes contrasted with no assault occurred and 

Packet Delivery proportion when experienced 

blackhole (assault which is alluded to as a hub 

dropping all bundles and sending fashioned steering 

parcels to course parcels over itself) diminishes than 

contrasted with the wormhole aassault. 

 

 
 

The chart demonstrates the End to End Delay 

comparision of DSR withoutout any assault and 

when it experiences blackhole and wormhole 

assaults by considering pausetimes changing from 5 

to 25. The DSR performs better when it doesnot 

experience any assault and postpone will be less and 

End to End Delay when experienced wormhole 

assault (the assault where the two enemies plot by 

burrowing bundles between one another so as to 

make an alternate way (or Wormhole) in the system) 

expands contrasted with no assault occurred and End 

to End Delay when experienced blackhole (assault 

which is alluded to as a hub dropping all parcels and 

sending manufactured steering bundles to course 

parcels over itself) increments than contrasted with 

the wormhole assault.  

By looking at all the charts considering the 

components like throughput, bundle conveyance 

proportion, start to finish delay as from the above 

outcomes we can see that the exhibition of AODV 

convention is superior to DSR directing convention, 

in light of the fact that AODV has less control 

overhead contrasted with DSR and there is a decent 

possibility of adaptability in AODV than in DSR. 

V.  Conclusion 

In this paper we tended to the conventions of 

VANETs and the diverse security perspectives 

which cause directing issues in steering conventions 

and furthermore tended to the directing assaults. 

Principally in this article we introduced around two 

primary conventions in VANETs those are AODV 

and DSR and security issues for the most part about 

assaults in VANETs, and we perform recreations on 

most stripping assaults of Black opening and 

Wormhole on powerful directing conventions. 

Relative outcomes demonstrated that presentation of 

AODV is superior to DSR when experienced Black 

opening and Wormhole assaults and furthermore the 

effect of the Black gap assault is more on the system 

than contrasted with the wormhole assault under the 

variables like throughput, bundle conveyance 

proportion, start to finish delay. 
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